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PROFILE OF PERFECT REFRACTORIES 

PERFECT REFRACTORIES was previously a unit of "THE PERFECT POTTERY COMPANY LIMITED" 

which was established in the year 1905. But since 1992 as a result of reconstruction of the aforementioned 

company PERFECT REFRACTORIES is a unit of PERFECT REFRACTORIES LIMITED COMPANY.  

 

PERFECT REFRACTORIES is situated in Jabalpur (Madhya Pradesh) and from a humble beginning this 

unit has grown into a large modern plant manufacturing all grades of high quality refractory and allied items. 

The products of the company enjoy a high reputation for quality and durability and are in great demand all 

over the country and overseas market. 

 

We have an excellent infrastructure comprising of modern machines and sophisticated equipment's which 

includes heavy duty presses, grinding unit with elevator, hoppers screens and magnetic separators, down 

draft kilns and high temperature tunnel kiln for firing of superior quality Refractories with stringent 

specifications. We have our own laboratory for testing raw materials as well as end products and are also 

equipped with machine workshop for maintenance purpose and for making various intricate dies and pattern 

boxes. Besides standard shapes and sizes we specialize in manufacturing various intricate shapes and size 

of Refractories as per demand of our customers.  

 

We have adequate and experience team of technical staff and full-fledged laboratory to ensure standard and 

uniform quality of all our products. Testing is conducted right from the stage of sourcing of raw material from 

mines to conversion into intermediate green stage and then to final product. Besides this we are also getting 

our bricks tested in various government, and other independent laboratories regularly to confirm results. We 

are focused on quality and customer satisfaction. 

 

We have been supplying Refractories to Cement, Aluminum, Steel, Sugar and Power plants since long and 

also have a strong dealership network all over India through which we cater to other small consumers. Our 

product range includes Moderate Heat Duty Bricks, High Heat Duty Bricks, High Alumina Bricks, Acid 

Resistant Bricks, Conventional Castables, Special High Range Castables, Insulation Bricks, Insulation 

Castables, Fireclay Mortars and Ramming Mass. We have been focussing on export market also and are 

catering to the refractory requirements of export, matching the stringent specifications. 

 

PERFECT REFRACTORIES is continuously thriving for excellence by coming out from the conventional 

method of manufacturing refractory item to most sophisticated and latest concept of production for quality 

and performance. Our main focus throughout has been on complete customer satisfaction. PERFECT 

REFRACTORIES follows strict quality assurance system to ensure full conformity of its Products to the 

required specification and also ensures timely deliveries. 

For further details about our products etc please visit:  www.perfectrefractories.com 

 



 


